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· INTERVIEW-with ELOISE KLOKE 
June 11, 1974 
·McCULLOCH: The first question I want to ask you, Eloise, is: What 
attracted.you about coming to Irvine? 
KLOKE: I had.worked for an educational institution before, for seven 
years, so I was interested in the idea of an educational institution again. 
I don't think I'd like a job where one just worked with nuts and bolts and 
so forth. The other thing.was the whole idea of starting something as 
important as this campus from the very beg1nning--starting with it from the 
very beginning, and having a part in its developnent was very attractive. 
Frankly, its locale was .attractive; I thought this would be a very desirable 
place to live and work. 
-R~CULi.bCH: ~ · Indeed, the whole area of Newport Beach and Corona del Mar. 
KLOKE: Yes, and the -0ther very important thing was when I met the 
people--Ivan Hinderaker, L. E. Cox, and Dan Aldrich--these are the first 
~ 
people I met, and I thought it would be just a wonde~ful group of people to 
work with. 
McCULLOCH: What was the actual date.that you started your work here? 
KLOKE: December 10, 1962. 
McCULLOCH: December 10, 19627 
KLOKE: Yes. · 
McCULLOCH: I'm interested because Ivan didn't really start work, he 
. . . 
said, as I remember the tape, un~11 around February gf 163. And then they 
had the conferences in the s1•'ing and the summer and t.ne big conference in 
. 
163 in August. They have a photograph of all the people who came, including 
Dr. Peltason, Mr. Balch, Dr. Galbraith. Dr. Steinhaus came on board that 
summP.r, and John Smith came the fi~~t of July, i96J. So you came in 
. . 
December of 162? 
KLOKE: Yes. Well. some of the people were used in a consulting 
capacity. 
McCULLOCH: That's right, that's right. 
KLOKE: Though I didn"t look this up, I thought that Ivan was actual'ly 
employed by this campus before--at least, h~ was certainly.the person who 
interviewed me; in fact, h.e was the one who really sold me on the idea. I 
was interviewed by Ivan in the old ranch house, the I;rvine ranch house, and 
he was so enthusiastic about the area. I had a high-school-age son, and 
Ivan told me how good the Corona del Mar High School was--his son was the· 
same age. So Ivan definitely was one of the people who influenced me. 
McCULLOCH: Well, he could have come down on a consulting basis--I 
think he did, as I rememper it. He certainly told me about working in the 
old Irvine home. 
KLOKE: Yes. And, _you see, Clay Garrison started with us in that way •. 
He was employed at Riverside, and he·was a consultant. 
McCULLOCH: .. That's right, that's right •. He was at that conference in 
August of 1963. 
KLOKE: Yes·. And then Balch was also a consultant to begin with. 
McCULLOCH: Well, what were your· duties and functions, Eloise, in the 
two years you spent when you were in the old ~uilding--I call it the old 
building? 
KLOKE: Well, to begin with, ·as you will recall, the campus had bee~· 
authorized considerably in advance, but then_ there was the :failure of a bond 
issue, and so for a long tint-~ thin~s were sort of ju.st hanging fire. 
L. E. Cox had been employed. He was up at the Office of the President and 
so forth, but they didn!t select the Chancellor :immediately. -Then, when 
they did, he remained as Dean of Agri,culture. 
McCULLOCH: Statewide Agriculture. 
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·KLOKE: That's right. And since things were sort of held in abeyance 
unt~l Novem~r of 1962 when the bond issue was tried agai~ and passed, that 
was the point at which things started to move ahead. The Chancellor, up 
until, oh, I guess it was the spring of 163 at ~east, was still commuting 
between Berkeley, where he still held the deanship, and Irvine, and so he 
needed somebody holding t~e fort for him, so to speak, and that was where I 
cam.e Wb.en I accepted.the position, I was living up in Manhattan Beach, 
was in school there. I came down and took a motel room. I got 
the job on December 7, which was a Friday, came down and got a motel room 
and started to work Monday, and made arrangements for my son to stay there 
and finish the semester, I went to work instantly. 
McCULLOCH: Which m~tel was it?· Jamaica Inn? 
KLOKE: Well, no, it doesn-'t exist anymore. It was a small one dorm 
there at Poinsettia. 
McCULLOCH: I stayed at the Jamaica Inn for five months. 
KLOKE: .. So others of us have had this experience. 
McCULLOCH: And you went right to work. 
KLOKE: That's right. 
McCULLOCH: That's very interesting. 
KLOKE: And I did everything. The Chancellor needed somebody like me. 
I had come from a much more responsible position, so I stepped back, because 
he had just that amount of money. I went to work for him as an Administ~a~ 
tive Assistant, with the under~tanding that, as ~he campus developed, I 
.. 
could watch the newly created positions and pick what I would like to do, 
because I had come from a regional directorship of the Federal agency. So 
I.stepped back, as I say, to about half the salary I had been.making and. 
half the status, because this was as Administrative Assistant. And a~though 
I was .Administrative Assistant to the Ch"lncellor, which is a different thing 
3 
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from the average administrative_ assistantship, I really was serving as 
Assistant to the Chancellor from the beginning. But I did absolutely every-
·thing--I served as his Secretary, I made his appointments, I took his diet~-
tion because, in my earlier career I had started ·that way as a Secretary,. as 
many women do, so, although I hadn't done this for many, many years in my 
career, this was where the need was, and I wanted to work here. This was my 
foot in the door, and so I did all of the~e things; I did everything. 
I also represented the campus. There weren't very many of us then, 
everybody around here was fascinated with the fact that the University of 
. - . 
California was going to locate here, and so I handled speaking engagements. 
I had never been a joiner, and when two or three organizations asked me to 
join, I declined, but I did join the Women's Division of the Chamber of. 
Commerce. 
McCULLOCH: So you joined the Chrunber·of Commerce. What other organi-
. zati9ns? 
KLOKE: ,,There was a need for representatives of the University. I also 
represented UCI on the Orange County Chamber of Commerce. The Women's 
Division, incidentally, is the Newport Harbor Chamber of .Commerce. 
McCULLOCH: The other ·ones? You said you joined several. 
v 
KLOKE: No, I said I represen~edAat all kinds of meetings, speaking 
engagements, this kind of thing~ rather than ~ctually joining. 
McCULLOCH: Oh, I see. 
KLOKE: At that time, there was just a small group of pe-ople those two 
years in that building that you asked me about, and we all met together, 
which I think is a very interesting thing, right down to Bill Kibble, who 
handled the maintenance for the campus, and Tony Ercegovich. _ Both of them 
are still with us. In fact, everybody gathered around the table, but, of 
course, not everybody involved hims~lf with all the planning activities. 
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However, !'did,· and.one-of-the :llnportantthings that I did for the Chancellor 
-~~~: t~~-~~~arch things all the-t~~. There' did not, at that time, exist any 
bi.bi~s.- y6~·might. s~Y-. oi ~e-~ and .reg~lations for the Unive-rsity, and I 
had"'to~ ~pend a; great~ deal" of" tim~: trying to'-find "out what were the kinds ,'or 
. . - "{!_;, '"/J r o' ,. • • · _ ·- _- _ , . " • • . " (lJJ'.'h.YU{-·· 
things-that ··we had to live· by. It's a vecy interes.ting thing to think now, 
. cf"\ . 
_- •• - ... ,,:_ .- - j ,• ~ - -
' -
McCULLOCH: The Admimstrative Manual didn't exist? 
r ~ ,... "'.,."_ -., ~ 
·KLOKE: That 1 s right, it didn't. -- That came later. And what was the 
ptbt~~bi book; yoirntlght"say; wa~· just ~--c6mpilation of directives, they 
~in~dthem~~pres:id.~ntial- directi~es1'whi~h sta~t~dway back many years 
0 ~ . 
bercii:-e~- r~6~ the-n-P~sident Sproui·:~. These had to:- be p~led together. So I 
~6Uid go'.:~f t-o-~~University" Hall~ and I~ in~t w.i.tfi'j:>eople up" ther~ and got 
igqif ~inted and pulled out and read everything I could lay my h~nds on-• 
- - - ~ .,., . - ... ... ,- ~ 
McCULLOCH: W6nderftll 1- ·wonderful t ~ ~ - -- - ~ -·-- · ~ -- -
~ ~ - .... - ..._ .... 
. ... ~----·KLOKE: --in order to understand the University of California. and the 
. - ' -- _..- .... .__ . ... - - - . -~ ·-
A cad emi c" Senate~ for instance,.which is really a·very complicated body, and 
{;g.[7~iey.--'p~o~l~ i-kaiiy ~a~;sta~d.--1.t ..... -,.::- ,,~ '"'""-·-·-·=--~, ~ .. -~ -<~.<. -
IJi \"i s~~eu1io6ir~ '" .. Y-iii.~w-.:. c · .. :. - >-:-~·::-. ~~ >~ :~c.=· "::.'.~: ~,:.:;.~:. =< · c: ~~::: _ ~ ::.··:.._ , 
l/ C~~ ~· ~ '.";'" .- ~>,. - ,."' • :'~ ~ ~· ~ -.. ....- _., _ _ -:_ ~ ... T~ c '~ ,._ -, "":. i' - :._ .- .: ,_ ~-- _- - ' ~-
KtoKE:" '"And !'"became· reaµy an authority' on 'it at· that-time. So this 
!-.i__ ~ .: : -·~·· • <·~·._. ~- :--:--.=.---~·:-·~~~·~.-~::. ~- .:_. .... :_· ___ __,_ .:=~~:~=-.~- .,_:. __ ._~ ~-,,.: .. - -- , 5. ~ ~ +-=-~. 
is the kind of thing I did. I pulled out a note--I was looking at my old_ 
. h:i~;~ ·-arid~! ~iiiled:_~ut ~ ~ riot~-fr6zii-·th~ Cliancelior from.those· early days 
'" ~ ·-. - . . 
where ~-fie ~s-aid~·: "Gr~at l cAll you need to do io become indispensable is to .. 
memorr~~.~ ih.is \dria .· 6f., ih:to:nri~tion·",~rid --p~.6vid~ --:i. f;~ t~ -~e- at th~ -rfght" place 
~ricF'ili~. ~~=-And -i~ thhl-_thit~ p~ity ~eii ~~pl~in~:··,th~- value, t~ai =there was 
1"~.'.,,.", - .:__•_.:.,, .:._:•- .. ,_,_,. .'.",-.C""•"''"'"." •,._.:.._., ::'·:·c~--·.,. -·•• -~ •----- : .. :.::-· __ , iii-my particular position at" tliat" tinie-~.-
:.·,.;~~;:,~M:bcuiiocir~ ----wh~ri ~wa~ :it "tha·(th~y. a6t~aliy- p~int~ci.-aria 'di~t~ibuted 
I!""°'!''\~ {°..;__~ ... "', .... .:. -· ~ •• - • - • .,._ _ _:-,,. c-.,.. .,:;~-:• --:_ •.-°'"--..T·-'~.·~.- •~ ,_._~ ~ .,._ "'• "y-, - :: '"1-<-: , •• ~ - - .,. -(aJ -the ~"Adriiiriistrative Mamial·- arid-" (b) ·the -statutes, -- or whatever- it is, of 
the Academic Senate? That Blue Book I have right here. 
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KLOKE: Both of those are· evolutionary things. The Administrative 
Manual came ~nto being "With Jack Oswald, and I don't know the exact dates; I 
would have to look that up. But the original, I guess, what was then called 
(A}1: -/1 c"f · ' . 
the Administrative Manual, had a ~hole section ~n academic personnel, 
another one on staff personnel, another one on various other aspects of 
administration. As ~t turned out, the Administrative Manual never became 
more than the academic personnel manual, and just in the last few months 
they have now changed its na.me, more appropriately, to the Academic Person-
.. 
nel Manual. 
McCULLOCH: Is that right? 
KLOKE: That's right. There ·is a Staff ~ersonnel Manual, but, after (),, e :';: ;'! i' l , ' / • . . ft •ci ;64 () I ;7 ' · • 
Jack Oswald left, nobody. else picked -t;Me up, Librarians were left out of 
•/ ' \ 
that: for.an a.wfully 19ng p~rio~ of t~e. It was during that time that 
- . . .. . . 
Librarians were changed over from staff to academic status, if you'll 
·recall. 
McCULLOCH: Yes, I remember.· 
KLOKE: And so, because there are differences in the way Librarians are 
handled, so far as personnel matters are concerned, they never got into that 
Administrative Manual for years, and they were in a Never-Never Land for a· 
long period of time. 
McCULLOCH: Yes, I remember that. 
KtoKE: ·Yes, they finally have been included, and, as I say, some of 
these things ax-a shapi~g up a lot better now. But in those early years it_ 
was really astonishing to me how little there really was in the way of spe-
cific guideline~.: We niade s~e mistak~s in those early days because' we went 
ahead and made decisions and then found out that we should have gone to, 
say; the President for an approval, or The Regents "for an approval, or the 
Academic Senate or Council, or one of these things for approval, which we 
f 
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didn't realize we had to obtain. 
McCULLOCH: This is very interesting. I've yet to interview Dr •. Aldrich. 
He '11 be my last interview, which is going to be next week sometime. · I've 
sent him the list of questions, so it'll be interesting to see what he 
remembers. 
What else comes to your mind on those first two years? For example, I 
did ask you. for your recollections about our conferences on the Academic 
Plan. I hope you remember how hard we worked at the end of the summer and 
then again in the beginning of autumn. The trouble was that Florence Arnold 
was supposed to take the minutes, and she never did. We never had a tape 
recorder going. We had nothing to record all those decisions we made when 
we drew up that purple book and got that out, saying what the Irvine Plan 
was •. You came· to s.ome of tho_se m.eetings, _I remembEn:'. 
KLOKE: Yes, I did. Because we didn't have an Academic Senate, we set 
up the Academic Advisory Council, if you remember. That's why we call our 
Administrative Advisory Council Ad.AC, because the initials were.the same. 
And you may have someone else's records on that. 
McCULLOCH: I interviewed Dr. Galbraith. He was the first Chairman of 
the Advisory Council. 
KLOKE: That's right. But I attended many of those earlier sessions • 
.. We had, of cour_se, started with the physical facilities for the campus, and 
then the academic planning had to come along later. We started out with ... the 
campus-proper and the number.of. acres and this kind of thing •• And, then, as 
we got involved in planning the actual buildings, we had to know what kind 
· of buildings we needed for what kind of an academic structure, so that's 
where that began. 
· McCULLOCH: I had a long interview with Ivan some time ago, and he 
-showed me the first Academic Plan, which was in 1963. I have it in my 
drawer here. 
8 
KLOKE:. Th.g,t '.~:::.a very: l?hort document. 
;McCULLOQH: It~' s ~-short ~ocument. It 1 s April, 163, and the second one 
!~s~~heone of_ Ju!le• -'63, which.The Regents approved, and this is the one 
}?fll_i~h. ~he Regents approved., which h_as a_ll the buildings, as well as the , 
~p~~emic. Plan and the Long-Range Plan. 
·JC:IP~E_:: -- Yes,_ }Jut I think, Sam, th_at there was just something like about 
~~~wp.-pag~ .. state:ment that_ came ahead of that. 
;-:~~~-.McCULLOCH: !:-haven't got that • 
./ 
;:,;-:s~- l\I.PJCE::_ Just ?-_ littl_e, tiny,- ~hort thing. I believe it was Ivan and 
I 
~tp~ Pfia~c~llor who pu~ th~_t togeth_er, but :i.t may_ have been Ja~k Peltason--
;I:~!Y~:-forgot.,!-en_ which: of :tho~_e. ~t- that W§t_s the yery first statement of the 
fl~a~~mic_ Pl?-J1•·. rhat: was. the point at which the d~ci_sion was made that we 
¥P~~d -~e_ a=general~ campus,. for instance, because in those. days_ campuses were 
still;, be~ng m9re, ~pe~?-~liz~d. _ 11e coul~ have gone, one ~ay or th_e other. 
~~sg~)>Te,, ~p~d be in_ the traditiona;t _m_od~-.-~e wo!!l~ n~_tbe_ the colleg.e C9!1-
P~P~-~~ -It. i.s. inter~sting to ro._e that San Di~go ~nd S~nta _Gruz, the other two 
pampuses, F-hat.c !fere~ n.ew. at_ the. same -time, did choose the small college con-
-~""' • ' " ~ ; ' • .. - - '•· --· • • • c -- • • ••• - + • • - • ( 
. th<? -J.~~:9!Jµ:,GC~_:_ r~~. the colleges of San Diego are much larger than the 
Santa;:_C~-~: on~_s-.. '.l'h~~-'_s_ yery in:te~esting •. Well,=· a:py recolle_ctio!'ls: of__:th9se 
·p~mf;§)r~:m~~S·:· ~f·: t-P.~ late_ summ~r and early- fall, - ang. then we put ou~ our pur-
Pi~~. b9_0~ P1-l~:~h.e l?TI.Pe P~an_?~_ l can re~?¥1P~r yol;lr: ~oming-1:,o .the m~etings ... 
·c~:p·)CLPK~_;~ :· Ye_s, +._.re~embe,r g9ipg. ~~- ,o:ne ~lo:wn ~!l. Sa-!'l Di_~go,. for_,instan~e. 
re §"·()1cP,U-~.~.OPH~ :. _'l'h?-:t;- :wa~: _ju~_t- tp.~-.. ~9.vi~9!7. _CC?un~i).. . f'hos~ .~_dmini.st?-'a~?rs 
tf!loc~e~~ ther?c ~t,~ ~he time :went "d9ytn, ~nP. .. Iz dr2y_e~_ wi:t~·- ~ohp.ny, ~~t~_. We had 
t~a:t, m~_et~ng, _and they told us what they were doing, and we felt pretty good 
coming back,·because we felt we had done so muc~ more. - I remember that. 
KLOKE: Yes, that's right. I don't think I can be very specific · 
without-digging-back a little bit more than I was able to do. Have you 
looked~ at--the Archives closely? 
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'l::~·L::~ KLOKE: - Because I know I did some notes on one of those meetings, and I 
don!t know what became of them, whether they're still there or no-:t. 
McCULLOCH: Well, there are two things. One is the general planning we 
ciid in: the fall'.9-late summer and early .fal~ of 163. The one you remember in 
San Diego-was in the spring of 164. I came on February 1, and we went down 
something=like March or April to San Diego, and you crune down. It was a 
~egularly scheduled meeting of the so-called Advisory Council, and all of us 
who~- were on -the Academic Budget at the time went down--Dean Steinhaus, 
Dea.ii: Geraro~--and~ I~ that· was about all. _The man who was on the Advisory 
Co\ll)oil from ·san Diego was_Carl Eckhart, and he wanted us to come down and 
listen~to:.-their Chancellor York _tell us what he was doing and how he was 
planning·.-thl.ngs. - : I rein.ember that;. I think you certainly made a report for 
6ne -of those·~: 
c0,2;,:,.1..:.KLOKE:}···Yes~ That may have been the one, but I don't know whether it 
still exists or-not. 
McCULLOCH: Well, I looked in the Archives, and I found smne of them--
they· had taken minutes on some of the meetings and some not. Well, go on. 
cc:-::(KLOKE: One of- the things that I got involved with in .the early years 
was re_cords ·management. 
J.foCULLOClI; - -Well, ·tell me about it. 
KLOKE:.~< The President was Kerr. We established a Universitywide Rec-
- -
ords~:Management~Committee, a top-level management committee, because when 
they moved- i~to·University Hall they were confronted with a horrendous job 
ormoVing · a1f· of these records and files and everything. They were terribly 
crowded for space, and they discovered that, by going through a lot of these 
10 
and making some decisions about what needed to be retained and what didn't, 
they were ab~e to come out with some empty rooms in University·Hall instead 
of being overcrowded. and this made them realize the necessity (the Univer-
sity was growing so rapidly) for setting up some guidelines on records. 
That was a new thing then, and I was on that initial committee. 
McCULLOCH: That's really important. That's absolutely fundamental. 
I'm delighted. of course, that that went on. Can you pinpoint the time of 
that, by any·chance? 
KLOKE: I didn't look it up, I'm sorry. I might have. 
McCULLOCH: · I know that Dowrene Hahn was given the responsibility of 
keeping--
KLOKE: A little bit later. 
McCULLOCH: Later? 
KLOKE: I was on the initial committee, and then after what we origi-
nally called Central Records.and Services crune. into being, wh;i.ch reported to 
Vice Chancellor Cox--Vice Chancellor of Business and Finance (I think I was 
on the committee four or five years--! have a scroll they gave me when I 
~e~. as a Charter Member), then it seemed appropriate, since Central Rec-
ords was under L. E., for him to be the on-campus representative (the actual 
committee members were at that level, Vice Chancellor). But then he in-
volved Dowrene, who then ran Central Records and Services, .in some of the 
0 ii.:'•• /1 .(·~ 
actual staff work that was involved in it--I think she tlUe-s-do it. 0 .. 
We ~ere talking about whether or not those notes that I had kept were 
actually retained. This is the kind of decision that is very important. I 
was always interested in the idea of keeping proper historical records of 
the developnent of this campus • 
. McCULLoCH: I know you were. 
KLOKE: We had such a good opportunity to do this, because we did 
11 
recognize the need.of it from the very start. Some of the older campuses 
were really in bad shape. 
It was interesting, too, that when.the California College of Medicine 
was attached to us, we went through this same thing with.respect to the , 
kinds of records they had, because that institution, which was (what?) 100 
. . 
.. years old--not that much, I guess, but pretty old--and had gone through its_ 
own evolution, had all kinds of records stored,r and we had to decide what it 
was appropriate for them to keep and what should be discarded. 
McCULLOCH: That's important •. 
KLOKE: Yes, and what, you know, really related to the University of 
California and what did not. It had been the College of Osteopathic Physi-
. cians and Surgeons. There was a society of which they had all the records, 
for one thing, so there were some important decisions to be made on this 
campus with res~ect to records, I think. 
McCULLOCH: ~hat's fascinating. Well, you've answered in many ways. 
Questions Four and Five that I asked you: How did you go-- about understand-
ing the University system of administration and our relations to the Office 
of the President, and how did you learn about the University Archives? Tell 
me _about setting up the Archives. I would like to know that. 
KLOKE: Yes. That was a very interesting thirig to me because one of 
the things I was also involved with in the very early days was the actual 
employment process for faculty people, as they began to come aboard. 
McCULLOCH: Yes. 
KLOKE~ And we were setting up all kinds of procedures. I was, in a 
. . 
sense, supervising Florence Arnold in those days on how that was· set-up. 
And the annual Bio~Biblio Form that is sent out had a cover sheet that said, 
· ''A copy o{ this should be sent to University Archives." So I said. "Where 
are the University Archives?" and I discovered to my surprise that there 
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really weren't any. There had been Archives at Berkeley, run by a woman who 
. . 
had been at Berkeley forever and knew everything about them, and it really 
was a one-person operation, which is rather dangerous, you know, when you 
have too many things in one person's head. But that woman was not at all 
interested in other cam.puses as they got started. There really had never 
been any effort to retain the Archives. -So. as~a result of my asking this 
question•-
McCULLOCH: Crµcial question! 
KLOKE: Yes. Then the University took a look at this and decided we 
really needed an Archives system. We were a little tardy ~th it, actually. 
And so the Archives system was formalized, and the decision was made to 
place the Archives in the Library on each campus. A University Archivist 
for each campus was appointed, and I believe the appointments were directly 
fro~ the_Pi:esiden~ in those days. I'm not sure whether it is still done in 
. . . 
that way or not, but anyway we do still have Archives located in the Library, 
and I think this is true on every campus. So I say that I had an influence 
on the whole University of California by asking a few pertinent questions! 
McCULLOCH: I think you should receive credit for that. I, as a his-
· torian, salute you, Eloise, for doing that, because Archives are fundamental 
to our history. You and I have talked about what should be kept there. and 
· I have a notion we probably keep the best Archives of thes~ nine campuses • 
. KLOKE: Well, when Town and Gown got under way here, it started out 'as 
. ~ Women f's organization. Just in the last month or SO it IS been decided to 
make it coeducational. Did you know that? 
McCULLOCH: Yes, I'm glad to hear it. 
KLOKE: Because there was a husband who enjoyed going to the meetings 
and asked if he could be a· member. But in those early days, it was a 
women's organization. I was one of the early Presidents of Town and Gown. 
. ' 
lJ 
Y~ =-=-=:_~cClJ1L9CR: .. I know you were,. I r~~ember that •. 
ric..:.. :·.~fC'K~; ~~d ~ne ?:f th~ th?-ng~ I was much interested in was that we keep 
~l:t~ .Arohiv~s,_of the_ development. of Town and Gown and that they go into the 
1.- .. ('.. · .. - ... - .: - :. : . • .. . -·. .. . - ... 
H~iye~~it!~of Cali£9rnia, Irvine, Archives. 
---~~McCULLP9H:. _DQ you think the other v~rious organizations, like the 
..J:..- .... ,. - ~ ., • - ~ - .. - /" 
f.;ri~nQ.~_·of __ u9:i: and "!:-be Library people--do they keep their minutes, too? 
;o....r.._c .._ ~ - ~-
KLOKE: Yes, they do, and now as time has gone on we've gotten this ~'. :,.~._~- :- --.. - ·-
pretty well handle4 through having it plugged into the Office of Development 
.. , ' - - -
I 
(John:. Spear's. operation)._ There are minutes kept of all support groups, and 
uL . . - . . . - . -- - ·· ' . " 
}~~~~do: ~~~~ ~o .. Ar_~~~ve_s •. 
. i-.~;:. s~ce~~9!f:~ .. ~ar-~s-_ g~ef'~J N9w, the next question: __ Could you tell me 
· ~l;>oµt y9ur 9tudy of_ :th~ records of_ The Regents' meetings.? You mentioned 
:,,,.-· - L:.. . ._- ·~ ~ - - ~- ... - -- - - - - • 
~ppui;._ the_ .. ~onfidential'-ty_ of records of Executive. Sessio_ns and how they were 
- "--' ~ i:.:- c >- ....__;__ • • - - - • ... • 
ng,t,~ sf)par~~ed. from 9pen s~ss~iop~ • 
....._ -- ., __ -- - \,,_ •• - -=- .. • :. - ~- -
:~,.;: ~~K~J . Well •. on~, ()f the first things_ that,_ I was C!'nfronted with. when 
w~_.wer~. ;in th~t- little building_ anc;l. there weren'~_many of. us, was the 
c ... ,_ •. ~·-.,-·-· -... ...... ..__ -·-. -. -· - .,,_-_ - -
~pap.~~ll9.~-';s iny,ol~e~~;nt, with. J{eg19nts'. me~~ings,: because __ Chancellors go to 
0._ L-·- '··-~-·· "'"-·---·-- .. ··----· ...... -, ~..... _ ,. . , ,,_ 
!-~~.: ~~etipg_~_, ~ ygµ_ know •.. ~ _: _ ~ 
\..' ~ ... ..Lr;... ~ ~ t ...: .::::~ -- ,_ .... ~.-- . • .. "" - r • -- - ~ ;: ·-...- r - ... . -~ .. v .,,:__. __ ... ->- ,.. -,_ - ~ ........ ( 
_ McCULLOCH: I_ remember~ 
vC C·";.'.;· :.~-~-1..c~-~-· 
, . --~·KLOIQ!!,:.. ;t, h~~ P.P. j.dea_.what_ al:l._ o"t ~t w~s .•. ~~ 'd go_ to the meetings and 
.J.- I1 c ~ t - (...: _ ..i. v ...,. . . i _ ... .... _ _ ; __ ~ · . :: , _ _ _ _ ~ .,._ _ .. .. ... _,.. ... _ - .__ • _ ~ _ : 
carry:J~:~µ :9-long;~-?~'d_ ~.ome~ ~~c~! .?r~~~g- p~c~~ µio_~e_ rea:ns of material.. and 
· po~~~~~f ~P..Pt~?~~~9!1s• ~~~. t~en .. ~~e!~ !'?~~ mai;t_ us s~_ill other material. 
l~Jf)r~ .on.~ th.~Y.- wo!lJ.d. ma.ii'. ou_t_ }lli~~tes_ .of_ The Regents' meetings. Much of 
f.c....c - - ' •. ·-'. ~ ..... ' -. - - C.• - ' • -· - • • • • ' • . 
this vias.prel~nary, and tP,en the. ~inut_es were the follow-up. For a long 
. ,..... ~ ... -- ...__, -- -·. - . . ._. - - ( .. - - , 
time I-was,aff'aid to .throw-.anythipg a.vay; I had a whole _drawer full of these 
Jc;,·,c"_ .. , _;, 'c:.,_..:.~ t-·· - .;: ... - .. ·- -~c---~o..... "· .. ··. . . ·'· - .. 
documents •. So I read them with great care,_ and I really had to examine 
them, because they are very complicated. As you know0 there are various 
... 
committees of The Regents,. which meet on one day, and then The Regents' 
Board meetings are .the next day, and .. so some of these were preparatory to 
the Board and then were passed to the Board as recommendations the com-
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mittee~ , So after quite a while, I became comfortable enough with this that 
I knew what I could safely discard, so we set up these pretty good Regents' 
rf'.'cords here on this campus. 
Also, in my effort to understand the University, I read back through 
all The Regents• minutes and sent up to the Office of The Regents in 
Berkeley ~or copies· of these that V{ent all the way back to the point at 
which this campus was brought into being. When they first said, "We need 
new campuses"--
·McCULLOCH: In 19 57-. 
KLOKE: Right. And when they said, "One of these will be in southeast 
Los Angeles or Orange County_," ~his was the initial reference to what then 
/;?,<, 
became the University of California, Irvine. We obtairied copies of the-s-e 
back to that"point and began our record on this campus of The Regents' meet-
ings from that time. In this effort, I went up to the Office of The Regents 
to_ get acquainted with the people up there and to unde~stand how they han-
dled all these matters. 
They took me in and showed me this vault where they had the minutes of 
The Regents--it went back to handwritten copies, which was pretty inter~st­
ing, way back a·hundred years before. And when they showed me these, I .. 
. . 
noticed that they had them bound chronologically. The way The Regents' 
meetings are handled, they have the regular sessions, and then they go into 
Executive Sessions-~it doesn't always happen, but more and more frequently 
it does. In the early days,_ they didn't always have Executive Sessions of 
the various committees, but now they slmost always do. I had discovered in 
my reading that the Executive Sessions were held in strict confidence, 
including their records, in perpetuity really, but they had them bound 
together, so _that they had the regular session followed by the Executive 
Session of, say, the Committee on Buildings and Grounds, and the regular 
session jollowed by the Executive Session of the Committee on Educational 
l.5 
Policy, and so forth. And so I said, "How can you let people see what is a 
public record without xheir also seeing the Executive Session?" They looked 
at each other aghast, because somehow nobody had ever asked that particular 
question, and so they had to rebind the minutes and separate out the Execu-
tive Sessions. 
McCULLOCH: Well, good for you, Eloise! That's just great! That is 
really superJ 
KLOKE: That is another case in which I asked a p~rtinent question. 
McCULLOCH: There was a history of the University of California which 
I bought, and I wonder why that ~an didn't--oh, I know, it was after you did 
it, it was after you. 
KLOKE: "Yes, it probably was. 
McCULLOCH: That's right. 
KLOKE: And, of course, The Regents' meetings have chan~ed a great 
deal, too •. This institution, in the almost 12 years that I have been here, 
has undergone considerable changes. It was simpler in the earlier days, you 
know, when there was first just Berkeley, and when there were just Berkeley 
and ·ucI.A, and so forth. Even after the time that our three new campuses~ 
santa Cruz and San Diego and Irvine, came into being, it was much more sim.-
,,;,,, (h~ 
ple--smaller and so forth'!l'-but there were various ~'Oilimittees that came into 
·1;1'\. 
being and then went out again. And I remember that in the early days The 
Regents• minutes would be so late in reaching us--maybe six months later we 
would ~et the minutes of meetings, an1 I thought that was unfortunate. 
McCULLOCH: When I was on the California State Curriculum Commission, 
Eloise, that same thing happened. The minutes would come out late--you 
wouldn't even have them at the .next meeting, and they were so voluminous. 
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KLOKE: Right now they're handled much more effectively. Also in those 
early days, The Regents began traveling around and holding their meetings on 
the various campuses, and I was very deeply involved with the holding of 
Regents' meetings here at thip crunpus several times. 
McCULLOCH: Were you involved with the one, for example, that met at 
the Newporter, that couldn't go on our campus? 
KLOKE: Yes, right. We didn't have the facilities. 
McCULLOCH: That's right. 
KLOKE: The first one was just a committee of The Regents, which met in 
our little temporary building. I think that must have been Buildings and 
Grounds, or something, and I was involved with ~hat. I think the next .one 
~that one at the Newporte! I~n. before we had.facilities here, and then 
we had, I think, three of the full-blown Regents' meetings on the campus, 
and it was a .. horrendous undertaking. 
McCULLOCH: I think you're right, there were three. ·There was one held 
up here in the gallery, one in the Faculty Club, and the third one was in 
the third floor of the .Commons. 
KLOKE: That's right. And, interestingly enough, when our Library 
Building was first designed, that bigg~st Conference Room, 5407, was de-
signed as the 'meeting room for The Regents--that's why we had a little 
lr..itchenette attached tq it, because otherwise we wouldn't have had that. 
Well, ·by the time the building was built, The Regents 1 meetings had far out-
grown that room; in fact, they outgrew campuses. From time to time, The 
Regents discuss whether they shpuld again have their meetings on campuses, 
because it is a good thing for The Regents to visit the campuses to get more 
of a feeling, but the way they are held, it is beyond the physical 
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c~p~l:>ilities of· campuses:.su.ch _as this (th~ older ones did have big halls and 
lot_~-of:meet~ng-roorns), but-,a campus such as this would really find it very 
~ 
diffi9\l,lt to host a~full-blown Regents' meeting. They're very complicated 
~f.f~irs t- · a}'.ld. they involve m~eting s. e>f other. groups be~>ide s The_ Regents, just 
p~ior.to; or following 9 the various sessions .. of The Regents. 
~·2~-z::_McCULLOCH: - =That's- re~lly inte·resting. _ . Now, the next question, Eloise, 
I hop~;_you~can answer in.some detail ... That is the quef3tio:p·ofsetting up 
our table· of administrative organization.· 
KLOKE: I~prep~red.for thi~ se~sion with:yo~~today by looking at some 
of my:·_Qld~_personal. files, and I found notes on exactly this. 
NoCULLOCU: Goodt - ,_ ~ ~ ~-- ,,,... '-
,,,,,__ '..,_ ,.._,._ - .. .._ ' 
o~::-- Jl\I,QKE: ·~ -.:When=':r· wa.s _-_first involy~d, vario11§ ·people were involved in 
tpi~ •. but: :r took-.~. 9onsider~ble rple ·in the very __ earli~st-.9.rawing up of 
'£!:~ani~~tionalcharts. :At fir~~. these,didn't,~xist;_I ~on't think that 
tbetc~h~d: them any-where in ttie l}J:4yer$ity a.t- first.~ Anc;t_people- like 
L-._~E~-. Cox, who: ea.me out of the. military, kept asking for them, felt that it 
was d~sir~bla: to bav~~-them.-.· ·Of 9Q\lrse,·_,j,t:is-,-.~!\n.d·_w~.'y~ al). :tiad. to 9ome to 
i~.nc.We Qonsidered:~what the ~truGtU~·:.:Qf--~hi~,_oarnpu~ ~~all.Y~.w~s--the_ academic 
function~· of course,_ and:. th~n.:. the service function. I spoke about the fact 
that originally::we_st9-rtec;i witl).,th€l.physical faeilities, .. and:thenwe had to 
get~ilmn~diately,involved--in the~academic·planning,_-ancithe students cal'.1e up 
tb.~~d~ ~But~ -a:s .-yoµ; _know- 9_- Dan- Aldrich: is. yery much inter~sted in student~, 
Jm4:::it: i.s·~{L p~J:t_p:f'_:his philosophy._ f:rom the· very beginning that- students are 
V:~U.. il!tpo:rt{l.nt~p~ople, .,-~pg .~<>: it,--~ort_ ()f, l~ped.-.1:1.P!t. _Also~: the- fi;rst Vice 
gp{m~elJ.R:r pf: .Stug~nt.. /lffa~:rsi l4~k_ Balch,· stat~d his_ vi~ws of what the 
~.:rg~nizat~on that_-.handled:· stwient§· shoµld be. · - - - - -· 
. . , 
:.~::L"·Now:,~I~said~·inmy__~alk~to the University Club recently that I thought 
we· were the first ones to adopt the--title of Vice Chancellor of Student 
f 
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Affairs. I'm not sure whether that is trlie or not; I would have to examine 
to see if ot~er campuses did have that title before we did. But the first 
idea ·was this--that individual would be a Dean of Students, and so the idea 
of having a Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs on this campus really evoived 
out of those explorations of Balch's ideas of what he would do. We talked 
about Dean of Students, and then those early notes of mine said it seemed to 
me his concept was broader than just Dean of Students and that perhaps it 
was Dean of Student Affairs, so we were talking about that. and then it 
eventually became Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs. I had a long list, 
examining other· campuses, of what took place on other campuses, who did what 
with respect to students, all the kinds of things students are involved in 
or have needs for, and drew up this lengthy list, and we felt that from this 
we had j.ustification tor the title Vice Chancellor of . .Student Affairs. 
McCULLOCH: That's interesting. 
KLOKE: Yes,· it is inte.resting. L. E. Cox, in those very·early days. 
was Business and Finance Officer, and so I have notes on whether his title 
should not be changed to Vice Chancellor of Business and Finance, and, 
again, we did. that. So,' from these examinations, we came out with our 
structure of these three Yice Chancellors, and I still think it's a good 
one. We keep examining this; we~re examining it right now. But it seems to 
me that it is quite a logical thing. 
Now, you 1 re involved,· first of all, with functional structure, and then 
you're also involved with individuals, their personalities and interests and 
inclinations. All of this kind of thing really does affect how the struc-
ture turns out, because you cannot always mold people into what you see as a 
proper structure. We examined,, for instance, whether the Librarian should 
be under Academic Affairs or should report directly to the Chancellor, and 
the decision was that the Librarian should relate directly to the Chancellor, 
. f 
~g~-p~- ()lJ.r :fi:rst ~organizational chart_ he. did. Just in the last year, this 
~as:b~ep. re~E!xain.ined,~and it's been decided to_place the_ Librarian under 
!~~deiµic Affairs. 
c:'. l:<:MQCULLOCii: I read_ that in_ the paper •. - - . 
-~ ,,,. - - "-"' -·--
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c-:;: c KLOKE: Tha_t 1 s right. When compute rs came on and· Julian Feldman 
aoined·,--:.we went throu~h_ t~is. same. thing again, and it was felt ·that the Com-
>_, {'j\ ,,, 
puter ·Facility was .,a: tool, just as the Library was an academic tool. The 
idea~of_using:computers for academic.research and instruction was really a 
new~_ide~ _then, and there wa·s also· the.administrative use of computers. And 
60;'·~gain, we examined this, and, in the sa.me:light as the Library is an 
edl;lcationaltool, it was decided th~t the Computer F~cility would be 
directly: under: the Chanc~llor, and·. it·: still is; partly because there are two 
aspects.· of i to : the administrative 8.speot and . the · eduoation~?academiC, aspect 
McCULLOCH:. Yes.; . 
\:z.,: :KLOKE: So each .of these things we examined. with this in view. Origi-
nally, l:?oth·:.the:-_Registrar and the~ Admissions .::_Officex- were: \1.nd~r. Student 
'ffiifS'•'- Recently, this, wa.·s .re~~xamin~d •.... As~-~~matter:of._ fa.et, :they were one 
or~c , McCULLOCH:=~ Lyle: .Gain:;;ley.- ..' -
l';(· t: KLOKE::_: Yes,-_ right.:_ . This-, ~s. we got bigger, was spl~t. Then, not too 
long ~go I t~e-.-RfJgi$trar· was moved under.~_Academie Affairs; Admissions still. 
:?t~y~~ umi~:r Stl;l.ci~nt ~ Aff~ir$ •. - : I: r~i$ecl the_ question. :wit:ti. the _.Cha,ncellor 
~P.Q1!.:tr,tb.i$,, _ peca:µ§e(.it --~~~m~t;i:_to :JJ'le-.J~h~t the~~; were ..:as_good reasons for put-
t~ ~WP.~§s:i.g11-;; v.nde;l;r ::Ac~d~mic_.Affairs ~ S.$ ;Regis~rar~ and-_ th~. Chancellor 
~~idL nx~s, ~it: ~Quld. be=·either !lay, @Jld .We 1Ve chosen tQ· ke~p it Whf!re it is 
fpr-~--~he: time l;>eing._Jt: -+ think-that one must~always be flexible in a struc-
ture like this. Some of .the things that we did in the early days--which 
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were sensible in the_ early days--as we got bigger, or ma~be because of this 
personality thing that I spoke of, it became sensible to change them.: And 
so I think it is very important for everybody to recognize this. It's some-
times a difficult thing to do, because if you take a function away from ' 
somebody--take a responsibility away from one person and give it to somebody 
else--you may have some sensitivities involved in this. 
McCULLOCH: I think t~at•s ~ery true,_particular~y last ~ear when 
Dr. Adams got out that reorganization of the administration, which I thought 
I 
made a great deal of.sense, but, because certain people would be reduced 
I 
from being Deans to maybe Associate Daans, and so forth, there was opposi-
' 
tion because personalities entered the picture. 
KLOKE: And, for instance, originally we had the College of Arts, Let-
.ters, and Sc~ences, and for very.good reasons we decided to abandon that 
concept, then what had started o~t to be departments (weren't they?)--
McCULLOCH: Divisions; the·y were divisions and became schools. 
KLOKE: That's right, became schools. 
McCULLOCH: All the Deans supported that, we ·wanted it, and we wanted 
Dr. Peltason to be Vice Chancellor, because we.felt that. as we got bigger, 
this would be 'the best way. I remember Clark Ke_rr came down and spoke to 
the faculty and encouraged us to' vote it. That was the first big issue in 
\ 
. . 
tLe Academic Senate--should we do away with the College of Arts, llatters, 
. ,,• 
and Sciences and upgrade the· divisions to schools or colleges, or·n.ot? And 
you know the result. I personally think it was the wise_ thing to do • 
. ·KLOKE: _Yes. Another issue that we went through 'was the Graduate Divi-
s;on, ·whether there should even be a Graduate Division. 
McCULLOCH~ That's right • ., 
KLOKE~ There was one point where people supported the idea of not hav-
ing .one at all. I think any institution, whether it's a growing one or not, 
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has to keep changing itself. I think this is a very healthy thing, and. 
certainly we_have undergone many changes. I don't think we have reached the 
idea:l,. by any means, but we 're still ;reaching· for it. 
McCULLOCH: I think you're a good historian, Eloise. History is 
change, and this is what we study. Now, going on to the next question, if 
you had everything to do over again, what would you do differently? 
. ' 
KLOKE: I gave some thought to this. I don't know that there is any-
thing I could say I would do differently, because the things we did were 
right at the time. and I think this is the only measurement. Personally, I 
didn't always agree with some of the things we did; personally, I didn't 
I 
always agree with s9me of the people we picked, for instance, but I wouldn't 
say that I wou~d change ~nything completely from the way we went about it. 
l think that we did have a·good way. I think the fact th~t :pan Aldrich 
listens to people, tries to understand other people's viewpoints, has a 
great deal to do with our being what we are and having reached where we are, 
and so forth. And he continues to do this. I have sometimes disagreed with 
him and then watched to see how things worked out.and thought, well, that 
really was the right way to go. And so I thi~ this is important. I'm 
sorry that we 'lost some of the ~ood people that we did in those early years; 
I was sorry that we lost Ivan Hinderaker so early, and I was sorry when we 
lost Jack Peltason, and both of those people continua to be good friends of 
this campus. 
McCULLOCH: · Indeed they do • 
. KLOKE: , But that's part of life, too. Lyle Gainsley--we picked an 
awfully good man there, and then University Hall reached out and took him 
away from us. 
McCULLOCH: Yes, right, right. That's a sign of a good choice, yes. 
KLOKE: And sometimes werve made mistakes in our judgments of selection 
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of people, but time moves on. 
McCULLOCH: Well, in a sense, then, the next·question you've really· 
answered: Do you think we have made. ~he most of our opportunities in plan ... ·· 
ning a brand-new campus on this Irvine Ra.rich? 
KLOKE: Yes, I think we did. As I say, there are a lot of things that 
we would have liked to do that we found we couldn't do because .of situations 
beyond our control; for instance, the budgetary changes, the changes in the 
governing structure of the state, and the attitudes of the Governor toward 
the University. Things like this set up problems which we simply were 
I -
unable·to overcome, so I don't think we could have done anything about that. 
I think that we probably have done·as well as we could, given the sets of 
circumstances. I'm sure.you remember that, in the initial planning for the 
cam.pus, we first thought we'd open, for instance, with 50~· students, and 
then, as we got started, they said, "Heavens! You're not planning widely 
- ' 
enough." .And so we raised our figure to a thousand. 
McCULI..OCH: I ca.me on when it was a thousand. 
KLOKE: Yes. And then 1500, and we opened with 1589. And so you try 
to anticipate each year wh.at you 're going to be faeed with in numbers of 
students:. for instanc~, -what the~r needs a.re going to be with respect to 
housing. We went through this with respect to how we could house, adjacent 
to ·the campus or on campus, the number of people who would be either 
employed 'her~ or studying here. And then we'd get caught up in budgetary:_ 
matters. There was a point where housing was far short of our needs • 
. McCULI.DCH: I remember that, yes. 
KLOKE: The other thing that I think many people don't realize is the 
19ng lead time that is involved in any planning for the University. You 
, . 
know, yo~ plan the budget several years ahead. 
McCUI,LOCH': It's four years, U5'Ually. 
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KLOKE: Yes. For instance, we've just made the deeision that we're 
.going to have a full-time Affirmative Action Officer. Up until now, I have 
held that responsibility along with other responsibilities. We have always 
recognized that we needed t·o give full time· to it·, but we never had the , 
resources to do it, so we finally decided we've got to find the resources to 
do it. So how do you, right now, bring a function like this into being whe~ 
it· is not in the budget and your pennanent budget is already established a· 
couple of years out? This is the kind·of thing that you have constantly to 
work with. 
McCUILOCH: · I've often tried to explain to lay people that very prob-
lem. You need a building. It's four years that will .always have to elaps~ 
from the time you said Y?U really wanted it until the time it's actually 
built. 
KLOKE: One of the things that I've been trying to get done for years--
I came across m,Y notes on this--I think we need to ·connect the roads 
straight across to Bonita Canyon. 
McCULLOCH: You surely are right, absolutelyt 
KLOKE: And ever sinc·e about 1969, I have been trying to get this 
going. Finally, it has been approved, but, you see, the University is not 
the only one that makes this decision• 
McCULLOCH: But you're so right, Eloise. We really have the most mis-
erable entrance to our campus, and I can't understand it. 
KLOKE: W~ll, we have a bottleneck situation here, and there was one 
time when wa closed the campus because it was raining so hard that all the 
roads were flooding. 
McCULLOCH: The spring of 1969, it was • 
. KLOKE: We always have a flooding situation out here, and that one day 
I ·thought that if we stayed another hour we would be isolated here, we w9uld 
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be marooned, and so :we closed the campus. As it turned out, we did succeed 
in getting o~t. ·and it wasn't completely closed off. But we had traffic 
pro~lems. For instance, we are moving toward the idea of collective bar-
gaining,, unionization. I attended some sessions up at Berkeley when they 
explored what had happened at Berkeley when, for the first time in history, 
they had strikes at the Berkeley campus. One of the things that was exam-
ined was, what do you do if there is a picket line? Well, they could go 
around. ill other entrances, and I came back again a!1d I said, "Look, if we 
had this kind of situation at Irvine, we would really be stopped, because 
you could close the campus up with picket lines very easily." 
McCULLOCH: Very good, Eloise. 
KLOKE: Another thing is a natural disaster, such as an earthquake. 
And then during the· student activist years, when there was real threat of 
physical violence, I felt that ~t was a very serious matter here that we 
were bottlenecked to the extent that we were. Okay, finally the approvals 
came through·~ 
But t1here is it 1 It 1 s several years into the future ·before they can 
get the funding, all the approvals, and everything to put that road across. 
Also, some of the decisions that have to be made and have to be made early 
are related to· unknown quantities such as the 9.2 acres, I think it is, on 
the Upper Bay, that's a part of the University of California. The first 
idea was that we would have a row;ng course and that there would be a na~ 
row ·neck of land that would connect it ..~ W~ll, they still have not decided 
·I/ I/. 
how the Upper Bay is to be developed, because during the intervening period 
a new concept came in and that's the environment. People weren't thinking 
much about the environment then, and so now there's a feeling that the 
Upper Bay ought not to be developed i~ the ways that initially we thought it 
should be. And so that's still unresolved right now& They're having t·o 
) / 
:j/,,)<<,/' 
- \ \ , < ~ 
extend in Regents• meetings the necessity actually to identify what those 
9.2 acres shall be. So there are some things like this that I don't think 
we could have done any differently, and we just have to, as the Chancellor 
would say, play it by ear. 
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McCULLOCH: You' re right. The la.st question, Eloise: Are there any 
experiences in the early years that we've missed and that you'd like to say 
something about, that come to your mind as we've bAen talking? 
KLOKE: Well, I looked through all of the dozens and dozens and thou-
sands and thousands of things that I was involved with, that we all were. I 
found a little note where the Chancellor said, "How many of us are there?" 
And I said, "This changes so rapidly, it's hard to keep up with, but as of 
right now, here are the people who have been appointed, papers are complete, 
and have accepted, though some will ·not be here until July." And then I 
counted them: "The Chancellor; the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs; the 
- . 
faculty, including Deans (there were 40); the· Library, academic people, 4; 
3·academic administrators--Pierce, Goodlad, and Saunders; academic grant 
people, 6; and nonacademic, 124; total, 179. January 25, ·1965." I thought 
that was kind of an interesting thing, because there WE)re times when we had 
to stop like that and count noses and see who they were. 
There was a funny little t~ng that I crune across that might interest 
you. As you know, we developed the second building, which was called the 
Surge _Building, and then we renamed it' the Faculty Research Building because 
the' first academic people caxne on with various laboratory projects. 
McCULLOCH: I remember- that. The summer of •64. 
KLOKE: F,ci Steinhaus was over there, and I walked into the lobby of 
that building, and here they had a plastic plant. I wrote him a note, 
signed "Flower-Loving Eloise," and I said, "Don't you think it is incongru-
ous for the building that houses our Biological Sciences to have a plastic 
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plant?" I got back a memo from &i Steinhaus, and he said, "You are a very 
observing F1ower-Loving Eloise. You.are indeed a scientist, and you're 
quite right about the incongruity of having artificial flowers as part of 
the decor of the Faculty Research Building. I could conjure up the excuse 
that the artificiality arises from the fact that the building is also occu-
pied by our friends the chemists, physicists, and engineers, but still the 
biological scientists should make their vital force evident. The matter 
will be corrected, even before we get our greenhouses. You see, on other 
campuses the beautiful flowers exhibited by most departments in the Biologi-
cal Sciences really come from the greenhouses. We shall see what we can 
steal, beg, or borrow, and liver tumors will be kept in the back lab for use 
to fertilize the beautiful plants we shall appropriate. Thank you for the 
suggestion. This is what keeps us· going onward and upward." Signed, "Life.-
Loving :Eel. " 
McCULLOCH: .That's wonderful! 
KLOKE: .And he said, incidentally, "When the Surge Building was built, 
we asked for decorative plants to grace the entry, but our request was 
denied," and that was probably a matter of money, as many things were. But 
that's the kind of thing my notes are full of. 
There was another one, whe;-e I wrote the Chancellor a note (the RE on 
this was, "Cabots, Lodges, and God"): "Protocol says that only Chancellors 
talk to Chancellors, Deans to Deans, and so forth, but perhaps this isn't 
true in the case of personal acquaintances." (This is just a little infor-
mal note between ma and the Chancellor.) Ha says, "Heavens, nol Let people 
talk to whom.ever they want." And this, again, is a reflection of the atti-
tudes of our Chancellor. There' are people who are sticklers for protocol, 
and in those early.days it was true that only Chancellors spoke to 
Chancellors and Deans to Deans, and so forth. 
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McCULLOCH: I took that very se~ously, Eloise. When I was Dean, I 
always had an open-door policy--anybody could come in·and talk with me, and 
the.secretaries were amazed. And the students were amazed. "Well, come 
right in." 
KLOKE: Well, I think, Sam, that the first people on this campus really 
se~ the stage for this kind of thing, starting with the Chanceil.or himself. 
I was much involved in those early days in making sure that there were no 
underdogs. You know what my efforts were with respect to staff people. 
McCULLOCH: Right, right. 
KLOKE: But I couldn't have done that without the Chancellor's attitude 
toward it and those of other people, like yourself and Ed Steinhaus, who had 
a feeling for people as people. And we were never hung up with this hier-
archy. 
McCULLOCH: ·Hierarchical status. 
KLOKE: Yes. Now we still have to fend it off from time to time. I'm 
.. 
sure it still does exist among individuals. But so far as the overall view 
is concerned, we have always said that there were academic people, staff 
. people, and students, and that all of them were important. It's a chicken-
and-egg situation; we can't do without any of the three groups. All of them 
are deserving of full attention.and understanding, and their needs need to 
be met. 
McCULLOCH: That 1 s well put, well put, Eloise. Anything else you' v~ 
got? That's delightfui, those things. 
KLOKE: But I don't know whether you're interested just in this anec-
dotal kind of thing. 
McCULLOCH: I'm interestecr in some anecdotes, yes. 
KLOKE: Did I mention the E'me~genoy ;Loan Fund, for instance? 
McCULLOCH: No. , 
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:ItLO~: · Well9 this is one of the ways I say I take pleasure in the fact 
;tha:t:I have-personally changed_t~~-~hole University of California in some 
M9CULLOCH: Well, bless your heartt 
KWKE; There was, in those $al.'"ly-" day§, -a Faculty Emergency_ Loan Fund, 
which-·.was_available-without interest, and i:t was supposed to b~_ really for 
¢mergencies,--but sometimes- faculty could draw on it for such things as buy-
-ing- ~-ear. There -was- one instance that I -remember-where- someone wanted to 
buy a·: .-c~:r, ~who hacj._ moved. }l.ere from another area. There was some justifica-
tion tf>t- it, but,· still• I·_ thought that was-~ inappropriate u.se of the 
F~c~J.ty_Lo?.n_FUnd. There.we~. Studen:t~Loanfunds_f:rom the_ beginning, but 
th~~~yas po~way in which ~_staff person 9oul~ meet_an-emergency by borrow-
irig money, and I worried about this. I worked on it for a long period of 
~:.,'.lined tP~ get~_t,he- -institution to- dp-: som~th:l.ng ~bout ~.t, and- ~othing 
{l~ppep.ed: at: fi:rst. -~ J; tried rowri- and_ Gowp t.o see if they would set up an 
~Xflerg~ncy __ loan. fund for~ staff,: ~ndj~.h~y, sa~c:l they felt-that __ wa_s an institu-
~i9fl~l1 re ~pon sjJ~ili ty. :_~-At-., ~me pQint; I·· ~nt~ to ~h~ -~ St~ff, Co11nciL then--i t 1 s 
l'lQW.,..the staff-_~ssociation..;."'."and t:ried: to:cint~~est_ th~m in-it-,: because this is 
- . -
c~rt~inly ?.-~at:te~_~f the- :welfare of_ staff-cpeople, and so they, too, were 
.working on this problem. But I really sort of single-handedly fought this 
thing1-:th~Qugh~:for_quite a while •. ~<-~ :-:-·~-,, =:':.~,:::-~ . .-_:·_--·----='--~--~ ~..:~-
tct:? Ftn~lly,~~gain.~_by_tbi5-_.prol;>irig 7 and questioning, I even wrote a personal 
check1~~$~·~eed~-~on~y.~" ~nd I:~was- -in-_ commu:r;iicati9nall~-the time with,~ 
M9:rl~y:-Walker,:who was Director of Personnel for the total University, in 
the ~fig~:_J>f .,the:P±e§iide~t. -_ 11oriey_ wrotELntE;J a _:ti9t~ and sent his personal 
eheck,- ·and he· said, ''Your chances of getting the institution to move on this 
)1i I 
are so limited that Ifrather just give you my own personal check." I had the 
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pleasure somewhat later (I didn't cash either one of·these--I held them in 
reserve) of ~turning Morley's check to him with a note saying, "I told you 
sot" because we did finally get the institution to look more elosely at 
this. They discovered that the Faculty Emergency Loan Fund wa·s improperly 
set up, because, as I say, there were loopholes, such as the individual who 
bought a car, using it. And so they redid it and, in doing so; they opened 
it up both to academic and to staff people. 
McCULLOCH: That's terrific! 
KLOKE: At first, t~a~1'Faculty'lreally meant Academic Senate people, 
too, so it was more than j~st the staff; it was all the academic people who 
were not Senate members. So I feel that personally I moved the whole insti-
tution and opened this all up, so we now have an appropriate :Emergency Loan 
FUnd, though I think you do have to. pay a small interest now. 
McCULLOCH: I congratulate _you, Eloise. In fact, I've always enjoyed 
. working with you. This has been a very pleasant interview, and it brings 
back many fine memories, mostly of the important role you've played, Eloise, 
and we certainly owe a iot to you. I think, as -you imply, the image of a 
university is the extension of the Chancellor's shadow, and I think we've 
developed around Dan, and ~ou've worked so well with him, it's always been a 
great pleasure. In fact, I've had offers to leave, and I'm still here. 
Well, thank you, Eloise, very much. 
KLOKE: Yes. 
'i 
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